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Home Cooked Dec 22 2021 A recipe collection and how-to guide for preparing base ingredients that
can be used to make simple, weeknight meals, while also teaching skills like building and cooking over
a fire, and preserving meat and produce, written by a sustainable food expert and founder of Belcampo
Meat Co. Anya Fernald’s approach to cooking is anything but timid: rich sauces, meaty ragus, perfectly
charred vegetables. And her execution is unfussy, with the singular goal of making delicious,
exuberantly flavored, unpretentious food with the best ingredients. Inspired by the humble traditions of
cucina povera, the frugal cooking of Italian peasants, Anya brings a forgotten pragmatism to home
cooking, making use of seasonal bounty by canning and preserving fruits and vegetables, salt curing
fish, simmering flavorful broths with leftover bones, and transforming tough cuts of meat into supple
stews and sauces with long cooking. These building blocks become the basis for a kitchen repertoire
that is inspired, thrifty, environmentally sound, and most importantly, bursting with flavor. Recipes like
Red Pepper and Walnut Crema, Green Tomato and Caper Salad, Chickpea Torte, Cracked Crab with
Lemon-Chile Vinaigrette, Veal Meatballs, Anise-Seed Breakfast Cookies, and Ligurian Sangria will add
dimension and excitement to both weeknight meals and parties. We all want to be better, more intuitive,
more relaxed cooks—not just for the occasional dinner party, but every day. Punctuated by essays on

the author’s approach to entertaining, cooking with cast-iron, and a primer on buying and cooking
steak, Home Cooked is an antidote to the chef and restaurant books that leave you no roadmap for
tonight’s dinner. With Home Cooked, Anya gives you the confidence, and the recipes, to love cooking
again. — Saveur, Best of 2016
Martha Stewart's Cooking School (Enhanced Edition)
Mar 01 2020 This enhanced edition of Martha
Stewart’s Cooking School includes 31 instructional step-by-step videos and hundreds of color
photographs that demonstrate the fundamental cooking techniques that every home cook should know.
Imagine having Martha Stewart at your side in the kitchen, teaching you how to hold a chef’s knife,
select the very best ingredients, truss a chicken, make a perfect pot roast, prepare every vegetable,
bake a flawless pie crust, and much more. In Martha Stewart’s Cooking School, you get just that: a
culinary master class from Martha herself, with lessons for home cooks of all levels. Never before has
Martha written a book quite like this one. Arranged by cooking technique, it’s aimed at teaching you
how to cook, not simply what to cook. Delve in and soon you’ll be roasting, broiling, braising, stewing,
sautéing, steaming, and poaching with confidence and competence. In addition to the techniques,
you’ll find more than 200 sumptuous, all-new recipes that put the lessons to work, along with invaluable
step-by-step photographs to take the guesswork out of cooking. You’ll also gain valuable insight into
equipment, ingredients, and every other aspect of the kitchen to round out your culinary education.
Featuring more than 500 gorgeous color photographs, Martha Stewart’s Cooking School is the new
gold standard for everyone who truly wants to know his or her way around the kitchen.
Vietnamese Home Cooking May 27 2022 In his eagerly awaited first cookbook, award-winning chef
Charles Phan from San Francisco's Slanted Door restaurant introduces traditional Vietnamese cooking
to home cooks by focusing on fundamental techniques and ingredients. When Charles Phan opened
his now-legendary restaurant, The Slanted Door, in 1995, he introduced American diners to a new
world of Vietnamese food: robustly flavored, subtly nuanced, authentic yet influenced by local
ingredients, and, ultimately, entirely approachable. In this same spirit of tradition and innovation, Phan
presents a landmark collection based on the premise that with an understanding of its central
techniques and fundamental ingredients, Vietnamese home cooking can be as attainable and
understandable as American, French, or Italian. With solid instruction and encouraging guidance,
perfectly crispy imperial rolls, tender steamed dumplings, delicately flavored whole fish, and meaty
lemongrass beef stew are all deliciously close at hand. Abundant photography detailing techniques and
equipment, and vibrant shots taken on location in Vietnam, make for equal parts elucidation and
inspiration. And with master recipes for stocks and sauces, a photographic guide to ingredients, and
tips on choosing a wok and seasoning a clay pot, this definitive reference will finally secure Vietnamese
food in the home cook’s repertoire. Infused with the author’s stories and experiences, from his early
days as a refugee to his current culinary success, Vietnamese Home Cooking is a personal and
accessible guide to real Vietnamese cuisine from one of its leading voices.
Taste & Technique Jun 03 2020 James Beard Award-winning and self-made chef Naomi Pomeroy's
debut cookbook, featuring nearly 140 lesson-driven recipes designed to improve the home cook's
understanding of professional techniques and flavor combinations in order to produce simple, but showstopping meals. Naomi Pomeroy knows that the best recipes are the ones that make you a better cook.
A twenty-year veteran chef with four restaurants to her name, she learned her trade not in fancy
culinary schools but by reading cookbooks. From Madeleine Kamman and Charlie Trotter to Alice
Waters and Gray Kunz, Naomi cooked her way through the classics, studying French technique,
learning how to shop for produce, and mastering balance, acidity, and seasoning. In Taste &
Technique, Naomi shares her hard-won knowledge, passion, and experience along with nearly 140
recipes that outline the fundamentals of cooking. By paring back complex dishes to the building-block
techniques used to create them, Naomi takes you through each recipe step by step, distilling detailed
culinary information to reveal the simple methods chefs use to get professional results. Recipes for
sauces, starters, salads, vegetables, and desserts can be mixed and matched with poultry, beef, lamb,
seafood, and egg dishes to create show-stopping meals all year round. Practice braising and searing

with a Milk-Braised Pork Shoulder, then pair it with Orange-Caraway Glazed Carrots in the springtime
or Caramelized Delicata Squash in the winter. Prepare an impressive Herbed Leg of Lamb for a holiday
gathering, and accompany it with Spring Pea Risotto or Blistered Cauliflower with Anchovy, Garlic, and
Chile Flakes. With detailed sections on ingredients, equipment, and techniques, this inspiring,
beautifully photographed guide demystifies the hows and whys of cooking and gives you the confidence
and know-how to become a masterful cook.
The Home Cook Nov 20 2021 The all-in-one cooking bible for a new generation with 300 recipes for
everything from simple vinaigrettes and roast chicken to birthday cake and cocktails. For Alex
Guarnaschelli—whose mother edited the seminal 1997 edition of The Joy of Cooking, which defined the
food of the late twentieth century—a life in food and cookbooks was almost predestined. Now an
accomplished chef and author in her own right (and mom to a young daughter), Alex pens a cookbook
for the way we eat today. For generations raised on vibrant, international flavors and supermarkets
stocked with miso paste, harissa, and other bold condiments and ingredients, here are 300 recipes to
replace their parents’ Chicken Marbella, including Glazed Five-Spice Ribs, Roasted Eggplant Dip with
Garlic Butter Naan, Roasted Beef Brisket with Pastrami Rub, Fennel and Orange Salad with Walnut
Pesto, Quinoa Allspice Oatmeal Cookies, and Dark Chocolate Rum Pie.
Taste & Technique Jan 23 2022 James Beard Award-winning and self-made chef Naomi Pomeroy's
debut cookbook, featuring nearly 140 lesson-driven recipes designed to improve the home cook's
understanding of professional techniques and flavor combinations in order to produce simple, but showstopping meals. Naomi Pomeroy knows that the best recipes are the ones that make you a better cook.
A twenty-year veteran chef with four restaurants to her name, she learned her trade not in fancy
culinary schools but by reading cookbooks. From Madeleine Kamman and Charlie Trotter to Alice
Waters and Gray Kunz, Naomi cooked her way through the classics, studying French technique,
learning how to shop for produce, and mastering balance, acidity, and seasoning. In Taste &
Technique, Naomi shares her hard-won knowledge, passion, and experience along with nearly 140
recipes that outline the fundamentals of cooking. By paring back complex dishes to the building-block
techniques used to create them, Naomi takes you through each recipe step by step, distilling detailed
culinary information to reveal the simple methods chefs use to get professional results. Recipes for
sauces, starters, salads, vegetables, and desserts can be mixed and matched with poultry, beef, lamb,
seafood, and egg dishes to create show-stopping meals all year round. Practice braising and searing
with a Milk-Braised Pork Shoulder, then pair it with Orange-Caraway Glazed Carrots in the springtime
or Caramelized Delicata Squash in the winter. Prepare an impressive Herbed Leg of Lamb for a holiday
gathering, and accompany it with Spring Pea Risotto or Blistered Cauliflower with Anchovy, Garlic, and
Chile Flakes. With detailed sections on ingredients, equipment, and techniques, this inspiring,
beautifully photographed guide demystifies the hows and whys of cooking and gives you the confidence
and know-how to become a masterful cook.
Home Cooking with Charlie Trotter Apr 25 2022 "Presents more than 130 recipes that make Charlie
Trotter's food accessible to home cooks, with new photography and an updated design accompanying
approachable recipes for Trotter's award-winning cuisine."--Provided by publisher.
Home Plate Cooking Jul 05 2020 Nothing says the South more than its unique food and various
cooking styles. Southern recipes are cherished heirlooms passed down from generation to generation
and Home Plate Cooking shows how to prepare the same recipes your grandmother used to make,
while sharing fresh versions of the same food. That could mean preparing a marinade for collard greens
that will eliminate the need for fat back, or cutting down on preparation or cooking time for a family
favorite. Featuring 150 recipes, Home Plate Cooking celebrates home cooked southern meals in a way
southern recipes have never been presented before. "I started challenging myself six or seven years
ago to prepare tasty cuisine that reflected my heritage and influence but to alter it so that people could
eat it more than once a week and not have to worry about suffering from high blood pressure in every
bite," Woods said. In Home Plate Cooking, Woods shares recipes for delicacies such as: Cheddar Grits
Soufflé New Southern Chicken & Dumplings Carrot Apple Slaw Cheddar Cornbread Okra & Tomatoes

Bourbon-Baked Ham New Orleans Barbecued Shrimp Pecan Sandies Upside-Down Apple Cake
Valerie's Home Cooking Apr 13 2021 As the current star of her Food Network show, Valerie's Home
Cooking, and co-host of the network's Kids Baking Championship, as well as having spent years acting
on television, Valerie Bertinelli has made a name for herself in households across America. But to really
know Valerie, is to spend time in her kitchen. Inspired by her family's cooking legacy, Valerie
specializes in showing fans how to make dishes their own families will love that are for the heart and
soul. As she often says, there's a story behind every recipe and Valerie shares them in this gorgeous
cookbook, where home cooks will find more than 100 recipes that are easy to make and
innovative--they're just as fresh, vibrant and down to earth as Valerie herself. Many of these classic
comforting recipes have an original twist like Bloody Mary Tea Sandwiches, Lobster BLTs, Quick
Rotisserie Chicken Gumbo, and S'mores Popcorn. These mouthwatering dishes will become your gotos, whether you're having breakfast or lunch on your own, friends are joining for last-minute cocktails
and small bites, or the whole family is coming together for a hearty dinner and dessert.
Home Cooking Jul 29 2022 A delectable mix of essays and recipes from the critically acclaimed writer:
“As much memoir as cookbook and as much about eating as cooking” (The New York Times Book
Review). In this delightful celebration of food, family, and friends, one of America’s most cherished
kitchen companions shares her lifelong passion for cooking and entertaining. Interweaving essential
tips and recipes with hilarious stories of meals both delectable and disastrous, Home Cooking is a
masterwork of culinary memoir and an inspiration to novice cooks, expert chefs, and food lovers
everywhere. From veal scallops sautéed on a hot plate in her studio apartment to home-baked bread
that is both easy and delicious, Colwin imparts her hard-earned secrets with wit, empathy, and charm.
She advocates for simple dishes made from fresh, organic ingredients, and counsels that even in the
worst-case scenario, there is always an elegant solution: dining out. Highly personal and refreshingly
down-to-earth, Laurie Colwin’s irresistible ode to domestic pleasures is a must-have for anyone who
has ever savored the memory of a mouthwatering meal. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
Laurie Colwin including rare photos and never-before-seen documents from the author’s estate.
Cook This Book Mar 13 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A thoroughly modern guide to
becoming a better, faster, more creative cook, featuring fun, flavorful recipes anyone can make. ONE
OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR: NPR, Food52, Taste of Home “Surprising no one, Molly
has written a book as smart, stylish, and entertaining as she is.”—Carla Lalli Music, author of Where
Cooking Begins If you seek out, celebrate, and obsess over good food but lack the skills and
confidence necessary to make it at home, you’ve just won a ticket to a life filled with supreme
deliciousness. Cook This Book is a new kind of foundational cookbook from Molly Baz, who’s here to
teach you absolutely everything she knows and equip you with the tools to become a better, more
efficient cook. Molly breaks the essentials of cooking down to clear and uncomplicated recipes that
deliver big flavor with little effort and a side of education, including dishes like Pastrami Roast Chicken
with Schmaltzy Onions and Dill, Chorizo and Chickpea Carbonara, and of course, her signature Cae
Sal. But this is not your average cookbook. More than a collection of recipes, Cook This Book teaches
you the invaluable superpower of improvisation though visually compelling lessons on such topics as
the importance of salt and how to balance flavor, giving you all the tools necessary to make food taste
great every time. Throughout, you’ll encounter dozens of QR codes, accessed through the camera app
on your smartphone, that link to short technique-driven videos hosted by Molly to help illuminate some
of the trickier skills. As Molly says, “Cooking is really fun, I swear. You simply need to set yourself up
for success to truly enjoy it.” Cook This Book will help you do just that, inspiring a new generation to
find joy in the kitchen and take pride in putting a home-cooked meal on the table, all with the unbridled
fun and spirit that only Molly could inspire.
Kitchen hero Jan 11 2021
Indian Home Cooking Sep 06 2020 Providing easy-to-follow techniques and detailed ingredient
descriptions, a collection of more than 150 regional recipes includes options from every major tradition
and features such dishes as Punjabi Kadai Chicken and Spiced Basmati Rice Pudding. 20,000 first

printing.
Home Cooking with Trisha Yearwood Nov 28 2019 Country music star and bestselling cookbook
author Trisha Yearwood, host of Food Network’s Trisha’s Southern Kitchen, is back with an encore of
recipes that once again share her family traditions and warm home-grown cooking style. In her debut
cookbook, Georgia Cooking in an Oklahoma Kitchen, Trisha proved that there’s much more to her than
an award-winning country music career, as she welcomed us into her kitchen and served up a feast of
flavorful meals and heartwarming personal anecdotes. Now, in Cooking for Family and Friends, Trisha
opens her life and her kitchen once more with a trove of recipes from a lifetime of potlucks and colorful
gatherings. Trisha has that southern hospitality gene and she’s a big believer that cooking for someone
else is an act of love. From breakfasts in bed to hearty casseroles and festive holiday meals, Trisha’s
delicious recipes are dedicated to her loved ones, including her husband Garth Brooks (who’s her
number one cooking fan and the contributor of a few knockout recipes of his own). Trisha knows how
good it feels to bring something to the table. It brings everyone closer together if they’ve had a hand in
preparing a meal. These recipes all come with memories attached—of potlucks with good friends, church
suppers, family fish fries, and beach picnics, Mother’s Day, and Christmas gatherings. Many are
handed down from her mother, her aunts and cousins, or longtime friends, while others are her own
contemporary improvisations on classic southern fare. Each one—whether a main dish, a tasty side, or a
decadent dessert—comes with a heartwarming story from Trisha’s life that may remind you of some of
your own favorite family foods, or inspire you to create new traditions. You don’t have to be a
southerner to enjoy Yearwood family specialties such as: • Hot Corn Dip • Cornbread Salad with
French Dressing • Baked Bean Casserole • Jambalaya • Pumpkin Roll • Old Fashioned Strawberry
Shortcake Plus, Trisha (and her sister and mother) offer up loads of practical advice, on everything from
easily icing a cake to cutting a slice of pie, time-saving tips; and ingredient substitutions. With full-color
photographs taken at Trisha’s home, this soulful and sincere testament to a southern life well-lived will
delight both country music fans and home cooks everywhere.
More Home Cooking Aug 30 2022 With a new foreword by Deb Perelman of Smitten Kitchen, the
triumphant sequel to Home Cooking by “a home cook, like you and me, whose charm and lack of
pretension make her wonderfully human and a welcome companion as she chatters on about the small
culinary accomplishments and discoveries that occur in her kitchen” (Chicago Tribune). Lucky readers
in the 1970s and ’80s discovered Laurie Colwin’s urbane, witty fiction in The New Yorker, as well as
her warm, engaging food writing in Gourmet magazine columns. More Home Cooking, the second
collection of these columns, is an expression of Colwin’s lifelong passion for cuisine and offers a
delightful mix of recipes, advice, and personal anecdotes from the kitchen and beyond. She muses over
the many charms and challenges of cooking at home in timeless essays including “Desserts That
Quiver,” “Real Food for Tots,” and “Catering on One Dollar a Head.” As informative as it is
entertaining, and filled with Colwin’s trademark down-to-earth charm and wit, More Home Cooking is a
rare treat for anyone who spends time in the kitchen and feels “like having a great conversation with
someone that you love” (Samantha Bee).
Ammu Aug 25 2019 'An entrancing book' - Nigella Lawson Indian family food with heart - the
mouthwatering new cookbook from Asma Khan, founder of the iconic Darjeeling Express This book is a
joyful celebration of the universal power of food to restore, and to comfort. It is a tribute to Ammu,
Asma's mother, to the simple home cooking from her kitchen in Calcutta, and an exploration of the
inextricable link between food and love. These dishes will bring warmth to your kitchen when you need
a meal or dish to share with your family and friends - from quick-and-easy Baghare Aloo and Shahi
Paneer, a vegetarian staple all ages love, to Ammu's Chicken Biriyani the much-requested Darjeeling
Express favourite. With over 100 recipes, easy-to-follow instructions and a photograph for every dish
Ammu is an essential book for anyone wanting to make Indian comfort food at home. 'This is the food I
cook for my family every day, meals to restore and nourish. I give these recipes to you, with love.' Asma
Gordon Ramsay's Home Cooking
Oct 20 2021 Cook with confidence and find inspiration with Gordon

Ramsay's fun, delicious recipes for novice cooks and experienced chefs alike. Based on a new cooking
show, this book will give experienced as well as novice cooks the desire, confidence and inspiration to
get cooking. Ramsay will offer simple, accessible recipes with a "wow" factor. Gordon has travelled the
world from India and the Far East to LA and Europe, and the recipes in this book will draw all these
culinary influences together to show us simple, vibrant and delicious recipes that reflect the way we eat
today. For example: Miso braised salmon fillet with Asian vegetables, Pork and Bacon slider with home
made bbq sauce, Curried Sweetcorn Soup, Wild Mushroom Risotto Arrancini, and Baked Lemon
Cheesecake with Raspberries. Each chapter will concentrate on a different area of cooking--from the
classics to the secret of cooking with Chili and spice, through roasting, baking, and helpful sections on
cooking good food for less and cooking for a crowd. Woven into the book will be useful tricks and
tips--from ways to save time and money, to cleaning and prepping ingredients, to pan frying like a pro.
Stuffed full of delicious recipes, invaluable tips and lashings of Gordon's trademark cheeky wit, Gordon
Ramsay's Home Cooking is the ultimate cooking lesson from the ultimate chef.
Classic Home Cooking Apr 01 2020 A cookbook and reference guide offers more than a thousand
recipes for standard fare and new ideas, plus tips on presentation.
Every Grain of Rice Mar 25 2022 Fuchsia Dunlop trained as a chef at China's leading cooking school
and is internationally renowned for her delicious recipes and brilliant writing about Chinese food. Every
Grain of Rice is inspired by the healthy and vibrant home cooking of southern China, in which meat and
fish are enjoyed in moderation, but vegetables play the starring role. Try your hand at blanched choy
sum with sizzling oil, Hangzhou broad beans with ham, pock-marked old woman's beancurd or
steamed chicken with shiitake mushrooms, or, if you've ever in need of a quick fix, Fuchsia's
emergency late-night noodles. Many of the recipes require few ingredients and are startlingly easy to
make. The book includes a comprehensive introduction to the key seasonings and techniques of the
Chinese kitchen, as well as the 'magic ingredients' that can transform modest vegetarian ingredients
into wonderful delicacies. With stunning photography and clear instructions, this is an essential volume
for beginners and connoisseurs alike.
Cooking Close to Home Oct 08 2020 Shares many recipes which are centered on seasonal
ingredients.
Real Simple Easy, Delicious Home Cooking
Jun 23 2019 When dinnertime rolls around (again), do you
sometimes wish you could disappear? Here's a better idea: Grab this book from the editors of Real
Simple for easy, delicious dinner solutions. Since most cooks are short on time, more than half of these
recipes can be prepared in 30 minutes or less, and include tips along the way point to additional timesavers and other tricks of the trade. The recipes are arranged by season, to help you take advantage of
what's fresh at the market, and are accompanied by photos so you know exactly what you're getting.
Sara Moulton's Home Cooking 101
Feb 21 2022 In Sara Moulton's Home Cooking 101, Sara helps
answer that eternal question, "What's for dinner?" This must-have resource combines 150-plus all-new
recipes with time-tested methods that elevate meals from everyday to extraordinary. Sara guides
readers every step of the way, from including detailed instructions in every recipe to ensure the dish
comes out perfectly every time to tips about selecting ingredients and balancing flavors. Bright color
photographs and straightforward techniques show how easy it is to build flavors in a pan for a one-dish
dinner, bake seafood in parchment for a quick healthy meal, and turn fresh seasonal produce into
scene-stealing side dishes. Readers will find recipes to please every palate, including a whole chapter
of vegetarian and vegan options. Enjoy fresh-tasting classics such as Sautéed Lemon Chicken with
Fried Capers, Steak with Pickled Salsa Verde, and No-Knead Walnut Rosemary Bread, along with
inspired new dishes such as Smashed Crispy Jerusalem Artichokes and Seared Scallop Salad with
Spicy Watermelon Vinaigrette. Home Cooking 101 also features contributions from some of Sara's
favorite fellow chefs, including Rick Bayless, Amanda Cohen, Hiroko Shimbo, Jacques Torres, Marc
Vetri, and Grace Young. Sara's signature mix of energy and warmth makes this invaluable resource a
joy to cook from, proving that even a quick weeknight meal can be fun and easy.
Maine Home Cooking Jan 29 2020 Residing on Maine's Islesboro Island, Sandra Oliver is a revered

food historian with a vast knowledge of New England food history, subsistence living, and Yankee
cooking. For the past five years, she has published her weekly recipes column, "Tastebuds", in the
Bangor Daily News. The column has featured hundreds of recipes—from classic tried-and-true dishes to
innovative uses for traditional ingredients. Collecting more than 300 recipes from her column and
elsewhere, and emphasizing fresh, local ingredients, as well as the common ingredients found in most
kitchens, this volume represents a new standard in home cooking.
Modern Mediterranean Aug 06 2020 “A new favorite of mine. Modern Mediterranean is one of those
cookbooks that makes you lust after everything within it” (The New Yorker). Melia Marden grew up in
New York and Greece, where she enjoyed great seasonal food and a family that loved to entertain. As
executive chef at New York City’s hotspot, The Smile, she develops an ever-changing seasonal menu
rooted in Mediterranean flavor that has been raved about by Frank Bruni and Padma Lakshmi and is
loved by celebrities. Now, in Marden’s first book, she presents 125 easy Mediterranean-inspired
recipes for the home cook. From Minted Snap Peas to Watermelon Salad to Summer Steak Sliced
Over Corn to Almond Cream with Honey, these are recipes calling for fresh ingredients and bold flavor
but requiring no special techniques or equipment. Including 100 photos, this is a gorgeous, unique
package that will charm and inspire home cooks everywhere. “A stylish, no-nonsense guide to creating
some rather choice staples.” —Interview
Go Home, Cook Rice Jun 27 2022 A collection of food stories that appeared in the Honolulu Advertiser
from 1994 to 2001 and information about food products.
Japanese Home Cooking
Dec 10 2020 The essential guide to Japanese home cooking—the
ingredients, techniques, and over 100 recipes—for seasoned cooks and beginners who are craving
authentic Japanese flavors. Using high-quality, seasonal ingredients in simple preparations, Sonoko
Sakai offers recipes with a gentle voice and a passion for authentic Japanese cooking. Beginning with
the pantry, the flavors of this cuisine are explored alongside fundamental recipes, such as dashi and
pickles, and traditional techniques, like making noodles and properly cooking rice. Use these building
blocks to cook an abundance of everyday recipes with dishes like Grilled Onigiri (rice balls) and
Japanese Chicken Curry. From there, the book expands into an exploration of dishes organized by
breakfast; vegetables and grains; meat; fish; noodles, dumplings, and savory pancakes; and sweets
and beverages. With classic dishes like Kenchin-jiru (Hearty Vegetable Soup with Sobagaki Buckwheat
Dumplings), Temaki Zushi (Sushi Hand Rolls), and Oden (Vegetable, Seafood, and Meat Hot Pot) to
more inventive dishes like Mochi Waffles with Tatsuta (Fried Chicken) and Maple Yuzu Kosho, First
Garden Soba Salad with Lemon-White Miso Vinaigrette, and Amazake (Fermented Rice Drink) Ice
Pops with Pickled Cherry Blossoms this is a rich guide to Japanese home cooking. Featuring stunning
photographs by Rick Poon, the book also includes stories of food purveyors in California and Japan.
This is a generous and authoritative book that will appeal to home cooks of all levels.
New Indian Home Cooking Jul 17 2021 "Gadia brings quintessential Indian dishes like specialty breads
and tandoori chicken within easy reach of the home cook."--Publishers Weekly"Healthful Indian recipes
aplenty...a welcome addition to any kitchen." --India Currents "Gadia conveys both a love of her cultural
heritage and down-to-earth, easily understood guidelines for healthy eating. A sound resource on
Indian cooking from a dietary standpoint." --Booklist New Indian Home Cooking features more than 100
quick and easy-to-prepare recipes--from appetizers to desserts--plus: sample meal plans * time-saving
tips * vegetarian meals * nutritional analysis for each recipe * a glossary of cooking terms and
ingredients * and more... Recipes include * Samosas and Naan * Subji Biriyani (vegetable-rice
casserole) * Masoor Dal (lentil soup) * Tandoori Tari (barbecued chicken) * Machhi Kali Mirch (baked
fish with black pepper) * Rogan Josh (lamb in yogurt sauce) * Pudina Chutney (mint chutney) * Kheer
(rice pudding) * and more
Kitchen Hero Aug 18 2021 Since his childhood, brought up in a little fishing village outside Dublin, food
and cooking have been a major part of Donal's life. Growing up and experimenting with different
flavours and culinary influences from French to Asian and even Swedish, Donal's adventurous sprit and
childlike curiosity for food and flavour can be tasted in his dishes. In 2007, in an attempt to record his

culinary creations, Donal started his own blog; http://www.thegoodmoodfoodblog.com/ which has a
massive following and has helped him develop as a chef. This book takes the blog and Donal to a new
level. It contains some recipes from the The Good Mood Food blog along with some new ideas.
Ordered into 7 chapters; including 'Breakfast Feasts', 'Healthy Salads', Easy Entertaining', 'Meals in
Minutes' and 'Simple Speedy Desserts' Donal has a quick, easy and tasty solution for every meal. Full
of flavour yet simple to make, Donal's recipes are perfect for novice chefs but will also appeal to the
more practiced cook. And, not only is his food fantastic but Donal brings his winning personality to
every dish, you cannot fail to like him or share his enthusiasm for healthy home cooked food. Recipes
include: * Blueberry and Rhubarb Oaty Breakfast Crumble * Griddled Spicy Fish with Tomato Salsa
Salad * Gazpacho Starter Shots with Crostini * Rustic Steak Sandwiches with Homemade Mayo *
Pecan Peach Pie * Vodka Penne * Steamed Bok Choy with Soy Honey and Lime Dressing * Minty Pea
and Lemon Pesto Pasta * Swedish Meatballs with Dill Spring Potatoes * Mini Hazelnut Chocolate
Meringue Sandwiches
Gooseberry Patch Big Book of Home Cooking
Nov 08 2020 Take a trip down memory lane courtesy of
Gooseberry Patch, the leaders in farmhouse fresh recipes, crafts, and country entertaining. Big Book of
Home Cooking is Gooseberry Patch's biggest-ever recipe collection with 450 delicious recipes and over
200 photos that will take you back to your grandmother's kitchen. This hefty cookbook encompasses
every recipe a home cook could ever need, including simple weeknight meals, special occasion menus,
everyday soups and salads, comforting casseroles, homemade gifts from the kitchen, slow-cooker
favorites, best-loved dessert recipes, and so much more. Loyal Gooseberry Patch brand followers and
new readers alike will delight in inspirational entertaining ideas, helpful tips and shortcuts, a menu
planner for pulling delicious meals together in a snap, and shared memories from recipe contributors.
Filled to the brim with treasured, handed-down family recipes, this Big Book will become a must-have in
every cook's collection.
Cooking My Way Back Home Nov 01 2022 A collection of 100 of Mitchell Rosenthal's personal recipes
for Southern-inspired comfort food with a California influence. In Cooking My Way Back Home, Mitchell
Rosenthal delivers the same warmth, personality, and infectious enthusiasm for sharing food as can be
found at his wildly popular San Francisco restaurants, Town Hall, Anchor and Hope, and Salt House.
With his trademark exuberance and good humor, Mitchell blends Southern-inspired comfort food with
urban sophistication and innovation, for exciting results. Reflecting on the classics (Shrimp Étouffée),
updating regional specialties (Poutine), elevating family favorites (Chopped Liver), and reveling in noholds-barred, all-out indulgences (Butterscotch Chocolate Pot de Crème) are what’s on order in this
collection of 100 imaginative and irresistible recipes. Like a good friend offering up a platter of freshly
fried Oysters Rémoulade, these robust, full-flavored recipes are impossible to refuse.
Momofuku Oct 27 2019 With 200,000+ copies in print, this New York Times bestseller shares the story
and the recipes behind the chef and cuisine that changed the modern-day culinary landscape. Never
before has there been a phenomenon like Momofuku. A once-unrecognizable word, it's now
synonymous with the award-winning restaurants of the same name in New York City (Momofuku
Noodle Bar, Ssäm Bar, Ko, Má Pêche, Fuku, Nishi, and Milk Bar), Toronto, and Sydney. Chef David
Chang single-handedly revolutionized cooking in America and beyond with his use of bold Asian flavors
and impeccable ingredients, his mastery of the humble ramen noodle, and his thorough devotion to
pork. Chang relays with candor the tale of his unwitting rise to superstardom, which, though wracked
with mishaps, happened at light speed. And the dishes shared in this book are coveted by all who've
dined—or yearned to—at any Momofuku location (yes, the pork buns are here). This is a must-read for
anyone who truly enjoys food.
The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science
May 03 2020 A New York Times Bestseller
Winner of the James Beard Award for General Cooking and the IACP Cookbook of the Year Award
"The one book you must have, no matter what you’re planning to cook or where your skill level
falls."—New York Times Book Review Ever wondered how to pan-fry a steak with a charred crust and an
interior that's perfectly medium-rare from edge to edge when you cut into it? How to make homemade

mac 'n' cheese that is as satisfyingly gooey and velvety-smooth as the blue box stuff, but far tastier?
How to roast a succulent, moist turkey (forget about brining!)—and use a foolproof method that works
every time? As Serious Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji López-Alt has pondered all these
questions and more. In The Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American dishes,
delving into the interactions between heat, energy, and molecules that create great food. Kenji shows
that often, conventional methods don’t work that well, and home cooks can achieve far better results
using new—but simple—techniques. In hundreds of easy-to-make recipes with over 1,000 full-color
images, you will find out how to make foolproof Hollandaise sauce in just two minutes, how to transform
one simple tomato sauce into a half dozen dishes, how to make the crispiest, creamiest potato
casserole ever conceived, and much more.
Home Cooking with Jean-Georges
Feb 09 2021 Join one of the world’s greatest chefs in his most
personal book yet, as Jean-Georges Vongerichten shares his favorite casual recipes in Home Cooking
with Jean-Georges. Though he helms a worldwide restaurant empire—with locations in New York, Las
Vegas, London, Paris, and Shanghai—Jean-Georges counts his greatest joy in life as family first, then
food. In Home Cooking with Jean-Georges, he brings readers into his weekend home, where he cooks
simple, delicious dishes that leave him plenty of time to enjoy the company of friends and loved ones. A
few years ago, Jean-Georges decided to give himself a gift that most of us take for granted: two-day
weekends. He and his wife, Marja, and their family retreat to their country home in Waccabuc, New
York. There, the renowned chef produces the masterful, fresh flavors for which he is known—but with
little effort and few dishes to clean at the end. These quick, seasonal, Vongerichten-family favorites
include: Crab Toasts with Sriracha Mayonnaise, Watermelon and Blue Cheese Salad, Herbed Sea
Bass and Potatoes in Broth, Lamb Chops with Smoked Chile Glaze and Warm Fava Beans, ParmesanCrusted Chicken, Fresh Corn Pudding Cake, Tarte Tatin, and Buttermilk Pancakes with Warm Berry
Syrup. With 100 recipes and 100 color photographs—all taken at his country house—Home Cooking with
Jean-Georges will inspire home cooks with fantastic accessible dishes to add to their repertoires.
Home Cooking with Kate McDermott Jun 15 2021 Satisfying, mainly one-dish meals from the author of
Art of the Pie When she isn’t making pie, Kate McDermott has people to feed. From roasted chicken
and veggies for Sunday supper to batches of hearty soup to reheat when there’s no time to cook, this
practical cookbook focuses on staple recipes for people who aren’t looking for a part-time job in the
kitchen. Using ingredients that can be found in any supermarket and techniques that every home cook
needs, McDermott shares tasty and repeatable meals for friends and family. Her healthy, affordable,
and delicious recipes include: Pie Cottage Scones How to Roast a Chicken Snowy Day Lentil Soup
Tiny Chocolate Chippers Like those in Art of the Pie, these recipes are accompanied by moving
stories—from anecdotes of single motherhood to building a home in the foothills of the Olympic
mountains. Andrew Scrivani’s stunning photographs appear throughout.
Back Home with the Neelys Jul 25 2019 The hosts of the Food Network series "Down Home with the
Neelys" offer traditional family-inspired Southern recipes, including such options as bourbon French
toast, crunchy fried okra, and Mama Rena's Brunswick stew.
Gullah Geechee Home Cooking
Sep 26 2019 The first major Gullah Geechee cookbook from “the
matriarch of Edisto Island,” who provides delicious recipes and the history of an overlooked American
community The history of the Gullah and Geechee people stretches back centuries, when enslaved
members of this community were historically isolated from the rest of the South because of their
location on the Sea Islands of coastal South Carolina and Georgia. Today, this Lowcountry community
represents the most direct living link to the traditional culture, language, and foodways of their West
African ancestors. Gullah Geechee Home Cooking, written by Emily Meggett, the matriarch of Edisto
Island, is the preeminent Gullah cookbook. At 89 years old, and with more than 50 grandchildren and
great-grandchildren, Meggett is a respected elder in the Gullah community of South Carolina. She has
lived on the island all her life, and even at her age, still cooks for hundreds of people out of her
hallowed home kitchen. Her house is a place of pilgrimage for anyone with an interest in Gullah
Geechee food. Meggett’s Gullah food is rich and flavorful, though it is also often lighter and more

seasonal than other types of Southern cooking. Heirloom rice, fresh-caught seafood, local game, and
vegetables are key to her recipes for regional delicacies like fried oysters, collard greens, and stoneground grits. This cookbook includes not only delicious and accessible recipes, but also snippets of the
Meggett family history on Edisto Island, which stretches back into the 19th century. Rich in both flavor
and history, Meggett’s Gullah Geechee Home Cooking is a testament to the syncretism of West African
and American cultures that makes her home of Edisto Island so unique.
Cooking at Home Sep 30 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The founder of Momofuku cooks
at home . . . and that means mostly ignoring recipes, using tools like the microwave, and taking
inspiration from his mom to get a great dinner done fast. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY TASTE OF HOME David Chang came up as a chef in kitchens where you had to do
everything the hard way. But his mother, one of the best cooks he knows, never cooked like that. Nor
did food writer Priya Krishna’s mom. So Dave and Priya set out to think through the smartest, fastest,
least meticulous, most delicious, absolutely imperfect ways to cook. From figuring out the best ways to
use frozen vegetables to learning when to ditch recipes and just taste and adjust your way to a terrific
meal no matter what, this is Dave’s guide to substituting, adapting, shortcutting, and sandbagging—like
parcooking chicken in a microwave before blasting it with flavor in a four-minute stir-fry or a ten-minute
stew. It’s all about how to think like a chef . . . who’s learned to stop thinking like a chef.
Rustica Dec 30 2019 Centuries-old traditions and exciting innovations, super-spicy and divinely mellow
dishes, charcoal-fired meats and abundant vegetables Spanish food truly has something for everyone.
In Rustica, award-winning chef Frank Camorra journeys through his native land to deliver more than
120 savory and sweet recipes tailored to the home kitchen. With an eye-catching, modern design,
sumptuous photography, clear techniques, and a Spanish culinary glossary, this gorgeous package is
as glorious as the cuisine it celebrates.
Cooking at Home May 15 2021 Dan Doherty is a judge on the BBC1's primetime series, Britain's Best
Home Cook, alongside Mary Berry. 'There's serious talent in this kitchen' - Tom Parker Bowles, the Mail
on Sunday 'Food should be pleasurable to cook and rewarding to feed to others, without being overly
complicated or fussy. I think there's something here for everyone and every event too.' - Dan Doherty
From a Friday-night snack to a slap-up feast, lunch box ideas to killer desserts, award-winning tv chef
Dan Doherty shares crowd-pleasing recipes inspired by his favourite dishes to make at home. This is
comfort food with a twist - nourishing, reliable recipes with Dan's individual stamp on each dish. Dan's
recipes will inspire you to spend more time in the kitchen whatever the occasion, be it a Tuesday night
supper of Sweet Potato and Black Bean Chilli Bake or Butterflied Herby Lamb Leg Roast followed by
Brown Butter Cheesecake to impress friends at a dinner party.
Home Book of Smoke Cooking Meat, Fish & Game
Sep 18 2021 How to smoke a variety of foods,
including turkey, cheese, sausage, fish, beef, nuts, wild game. A classic reference.
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